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Do you find yourself eating out of boredom or anger?Are you also gaining weight and eating out of

control?Like everyone else, I also tried diets that didn't help and after I realized that weight gain was

the result of an emotional state I have yet to deal with, I began learning NLP and going through a

process. Slowly, I understood the reasons for emotional eating, such as anger, boredom, etc. and I

started to listen to the true needs of my body and identify situations in which I eat not out of real

hunger but out of an emotional need.I changed my eating habits and as a result, I lost weight.I have

prepared a guide that will help you stop emotional eating as well. We are all emotional eaters at a

certain level.With the help of this book, you will understand:How to avoid emotional eatingHow to

take small steps that will lead to significant changesHow to not count calories but listen to your

bodiesMichaela Jones from California wrote about the book: "I have tried many diets in my life but

they were short term and I gained the weight right back. With the help of the book, I understood that

you can lose weight without a diet when you tune into your body, the pounds just start to fade

away..."The book is currently on sale until the end of the month.
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The book really emphasizes that the mind and simple exercise are the key to become and stay

slim.But sometimes it seems a little bit redundant.A Drawback was that real nlp methods (swap

technique, modelling, mental goal exercises) were not mentioned, although the title claims

this.However, just by reading the book you become motivated and you memorize this really true

insight that emotional eating will make matters worse and that you CAN stop it.The basic messages

of the book would be only a short list, but I believe that it is always - as long as a book is roughly

written about the claimed topic- about the time spend with messages.If I were to say to you

"emotional eating makes everything worse" , you would probably just agree, shrug and continue

eating as you used to.However, if you spend your whole life exercising and helping people loosing

weight and seeing emotional eating making everything worse, this little sentence would probably

suffice to let you drop your piece of pizza.Altogether the book helps you getting more insight, but it

is not really about specific NLP methods as introduced by Anthony Robbins or Richard Brandler,

etc.For the price it is a good starting point, and maybe I will purchase The NLP Diet: Teach Yourself

by Jeff Archer, just to see whether that comes up with some specific techniques.But as already

mentioned, it is always about the memorisation and knowledge about simple truths and messages

which will help you improving your life, so reading 2 books in your leisure time can only help

you.Besides, there is this effect that I would call "anti-sunk-costs effect":You think "I have put so

much time ( and money) in this topic, I MUST do something about it now, otherwise it would be just

wasted time", so you start following the principles introduced, which can be nothing but the best

consequence of reading such books, right?

This book highlights the common issues that many people have who struggle with their weight. The

book explains how we need to reprogram the way that we think about food.The book has helpful

information about how to overcome emotional eating. It also explains WHY people struggle with

diets.This book changed my way of thinking about food and eating. It has several helpful tips and

ideas to stop yourself from overeating.It gives you ideas to deal with your emotions other than

eating so you can live a more healthy lifestyle.

The book is an easy and welcome read for anyone who has tried to lose weight on her own. Anyone

who never found peace with himself will love this bookThe author has the clear experience in this

matter andI am grateful for this great book.-talya paz

It was too basic and had no substance. I could have googled this material off of an online fitness



magazine article and Cosmo. Adding love relationships and sex as a requirement for fulfillment in

life was 1 step. How ackward was this book.

I thought I Washington going to get advices of how to use NLP to work with loosing weight, instead

a whole bunch of good advices, with good intention but nothing that we already know.

the book explainshow to listen to what we really want, and how to treat ourselves with respect and

love that we may not have gotten anywhere elsehow we don't pay attention to really how our bodies

feel

Although some of this may be information you have heard before, He also discusses things you

never thought about,All in all this was a good read

The book is written simply and refers to the really important thingsDiets really temporary and do not

helpSelf-belief and inner values are bring a real changeBig Like!
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